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bstract

A PEM fuel cell short stack of 200 W capacity, with an active area of 100 cm2 has been designed and fabricated in-house. The status of unit cell
erformance was 0.55 W cm−2. Based on the unit cell technology, a short stack has been developed. The proper design of uniform flow distribution,
ooling plate and compressed end plate were important to achieve the best performance of the short stack. The performance of four cells stack
as analyzed in static and dynamic modes. In the static mode of polarization curve, the stack has peak power density of 0.55 W cm−2 (220 W) at
.5 V per cell, when the voltage was scanning from low to high voltage (1.5–3.5 V), and resulted in minimum water flooding inside the stack. In
his study a series of dynamic loadings were tested to simulate the vehicle acceleration. The fuel cell performances respond to dynamic loading
nfluenced by the hydrogen/air stoichiometric, back pressure, and dynamic-loading time. It was needed high hydrogen stoichiometric and back

ressure to maintain high dynamic performance. In the long-time stable power testing, the stack was difficult to maintain at high performance,
ue to the water flooding at high output power. An adjusting cathode back-pressure method for purging water was proposed to prevent the water
ooding at flow channels and maintain the stable output power at 170 W (0.42 W cm−2).
2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Fuel cell stack development is a key technology for the fuel
ell commercialization. Characteristics of the fuel cell stack
erformance could be different from combustion engine and
atteries. It required operational experience for optimal design
f the fuel cell system. Stability and performance of the poly-
er electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) has significantly

ffected by the operating conditions such as temperature, humid-
ty of reactant gases, flow rates and pressure. In order to achieve
better performance, several parameters in a fuel cell must be
ptimized. In addition to, the distribution of steam, moisture
n the membrane electrolyte, liquid water in the channels and
orous layers have a significant influence on the cell perfor-

ance and their long-term stability. The key issue of successful

uel cell stack development involved on the identical distribu-
ion of flow rate, reactant gases, water, temperature, and uniform

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +886 3 4638800; fax: +886 3 4555574.
E-mail address: fangbor@saturn.yzu.edu.tw (F.-B. Weng).
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ompression of the stack. However, most of the mechanisms and
henomena for the fuel cell design and operation are not well
nderstood. There are limited literature to address the fuel cell
tack design and operation to relate the stack performance and
tability.

Weng et al. [1] reported the reasons for the compression of
uel cell hardware to minimize the contact resistance, and to
ptimize the gas permeability. Before real MEA performance
esting, a metal foil was placed to measure the contact resis-
ance and gas permeability of the cell. A relationship between
ater flooding, ohmic resistance and pressure drop was reported
y Barbir et al. [2]. An increase in pressure drop, particularly
n the cathode side is a reliable indicator of PEMFC flooding
nd increase in cell resistance is a reliable indicator of fuel cell
rying.

In the development of stack, Knobbe et al. [3] employed
olenoid valve to control the inlet and outlet of each cell individ-

ally and achieved a 30% increase in power output of a PEMFC
tack. Nguyen and Knobbe [4] used stators to exhaust O2 or H2
nd two sequential exhausting devices were tested, one based on
rotating device and another using electromechanical valves.

mailto:fangbor@saturn.yzu.edu.tw
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2006.12.061
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oth showed dramatic improvement in performance associated
ith equalization of flow rate. Z. Qi and A. Kaufman [5] also

mployed a double-path-type counter-current flow-field design
or better utilization of the water produced by the fuel cell to
ydrate dry reactants and it could run stably at a current den-
ity up to 0.33 A cm−2 using dry hydrogen and dry air. Giddey
t al. [6] examined that the stack has undergone small degra-
ation in its performance after undergoing more than 40 cold
tart/shut down thermal cycles over an accumulated operation
f ∼300 h as indicated by increase in the average ohmic resis-
ance. Possible causes for increase in the ohmic resistance and
egradation in the electrical output of the stack are: membrane
egradation, increase in the contact resistance between various
tack components and the deterioration of the catalyst.

In the present study, PEM fuel cell short stack of 200 W elec-
ric power output was designed and fabricated a large unit cell to
chieve the best stack performance. It performance and stability
elated to stack design and operation were studied. The short
tack is operated under dynamic-loading mode to simulate the
ehicle acceleration. We are also discussed a better operating
ondition and procedure to improve the stack performance and
tability.

. Experimental

.1. Design of the short stack

A self-developed short stack was designed and fabricated for
he following experiments; a schematic representation of the
tack arrangement can be seen in Fig. 1(a) and (b). The speci-
cations of short stack were shown in Table 1. The end plates
ere made with gold-coated brass and they also have a function

o conduct the electron. The stack was built from graphite com-
osite bipolar plates. Sixteen serpentines type flow fields were
sed for uniform gas distribution on anode and cathode sides.
he design converged of inlet channel to maintain the flow rate
nd pressure in the whole flow field at one side, as shown in
ig. 2(a). The flow-field channels of rib, ditch and depth are
.83, 1.25 and 1 mm, respectively, and the bipolar plate’s size
s 130 mm × 130 mm. The gas flow field of bipolar plates are

hown in Fig. 2(a). In every manifold of each cell, a special
esign is maintained where as the gas flow occurs through the
ack side than turn around to the front side. The special design of
ack-sealing can improve the efficiency of gas flow and reduce

able 1
pecification of 200 W short stack

tem Illustration

ctive area 100 cm2

ipolar-plate area 169 cm2

EA manufacturer/type Gore/PRIMEA® Series 5510 MEAs
atalyst loading 0.8 mg cm−2

ell number 4
low-field type 16 serpentines
uel H2, Air
eak power 200 W
ooling type Water cooling
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ig. 1. (a) Schematics of fabricated PEM fuel cell short stack. (b) Picture of
hort stack under operation.

he gas flow through back side to front side, as shown in Fig. 2(c).
he gas manifold has back-side inlet, and there is a water cooling
late between two cells in each bipolar plate at back side, can be
een in Fig. 2(b). This assembly included the flow-field plates,
asket layer, carbon cloth and the MEA was clamped between
wo enclosure plates by eight M8 screw joints and each having
torque of about 35 kgf cm.

.2. Fabrication and measurement

Before testing the stack performance, ohmic resistance [7]
nd gas permeability were measured to obtain the optimal com-
ressed condition of stack assembly, is shown in Fig. 3. In
he part of gas diffusion layers maintained the uniform com-
ressed ratio and its value is around 40%. The detailed procedure
escribed elsewhere [1]. The MEA was made by Gore Fuel Cell
ech., which is using Gore 5600 series, catalyst reaction area
00 cm2 and it was conditioned as suggested by Gore Fuel Cell
ech., 0.6 V for 1800 s, then 0.4 V for 1800 s and last return

o open circuit voltage for 60 s. The MEA conditioning was

epeated about five to six times or more until the performances
eached a relatively steady state and it is reported in Table 2.
xperiments were started after MEA conditioning. Waste heat
as used to increase the cell temperature and cooling water
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Fig. 2. Special design of bipolar plate: (a) front side of bipolar pla

sed to decrease the cell temperature. The gas was humidified
n a bubbler and it was mixed with dry gas to set the desired
ew point temperature. A Scribner 890 B Fuel Cell Test Loads is
vailable for various series of experiments, such as scan voltage,

onstant voltage, constant current, and dynamic load response.
he cell was tested under constant voltage and constant cur-

ent mode, to generate the polarization curve and to stabilize the
tack performance, respectively. To simulate the vehicle acceler-

able 2
EA started procedures of MEA conditioning

onditions Procedure

ell number: 1 cell (1) Constant 0.6 V for 30 min

2 stoichiometric flow rate: 1.2×,
air stoichiometric flow rate: 2.5×

(2) Constant 0.4 V for 30 min

as humidified temperature 75 ◦C (3) OCV for 1 min
ell temperature 70 ◦C Repeat (1)–(3) for six times

3
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) back side of bipolar plate, and (c) manifold sealing for gas inlet.

tion, a series of dynamic loading were operated for developing
esponse of the stack performance.

. Results and discussion

.1. Performance of polarization curve

The performance results of 100 cm2 single cell at different
emperatures are shown in Fig. 4. The cell was operated at gas
umidified temperature 75 ◦C and anode/cathode (A/C) stoi-
hiometric: 1.2/2.5. As can be seen from Fig. 4, the performance
f the cell is increasing with increase of temperature. I–V polar-
zed curve and power density of per cell from respective unit

ell, two cells, and four cells are given in Fig. 5. The utmost
erformance of the single cell achieved at operating condition
f 0.5 V with power density of 0.55 W cm−2 and provides the
ower of 55 W. However, the maximum performance of two
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Fig. 3. Design, fabricatio

ells is attained at 0.98 V with power density of 0.48 W cm−2

nd the power reaches to 91.6 W. On the other hand, the fulfil-
ent of four cells is accomplished at 2 V with power density of

.38 W cm−2, and the power reaches up to 156 W. As the cell
umber increases, the uniform distribution of humidified gases,
ptimal moisture of membrane and gas diffusion layer to avoid
he water flooding is become significant.

Accordingly, it is evident that operating conditions of single
ell provides the better polarization curve and power density
mong the performance of other cells. The observation illustrates
hat the performance decay not only for the increase of ohmic
esistance but also for the worsening of the water flooding. In
ddition, the aggravating uneven distribution of fuel result in

ncrease the number of cells or flow-field design and gas flow
ontrol may leads to decay of the whole performance. On that
eason, the eventual part of the polarized curve in four cells
bruptly drops due to the insufficient supply of the fuel. On the

ig. 4. Effect of cell temperature on unit cell performance, A/C stoichiometric:
.2/2.5, cell temperature 70 ◦C, humidified gas temperature 75 ◦C, and back
ressure 0 psig.
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experimental procedure.

ther hand, it is evident that ultimate portion of the polarization
urve of single cell and two cells is not decreasing owing to the
atisfactory amount of fuel supply and less water flooding.

The hysteresis effect in the polarization curve of four cell
tack, and with different initial cathode flow rate are shown in
ig. 6. Thick line: the voltage is scanning from low to high volt-
ges (1.6–3.6 V) or high to low current densities. Dashed line:
he voltage is scanning from high to low voltages (3.6–1.6 V).
he stack operating conditions are same as previous cases. The

esults show that the thick line has better performance than
ashed line. The thick line has almost same as unit cell maximum
erformance of 0.55 W cm−2 (Fig. 4). The hysteresis effect in
olarization curve is due to the water flooding at cathode gas

iffusion layer and gas channels. Furthermore, the stack is oper-
ting at constant gases stoichiometric. The thick line has initial
ow voltage and high current, and resulted in initial high flow rate
o avoid the water flooding of the fuel cell stack and obtain a bet-

ig. 5. Polarization and power density curve per cell at unit, 2 and 4 cells,
/C stoichiometric: 1.2/2.5, cell temperature 70 ◦C, humidified gas temperature
5 ◦C, and back pressure 0 psig.
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Fig. 6. The hysteresis effect of the stack performance. Thick line (—): the volt-
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ge is scanning from low to high voltages. Dashed line (- - -): the voltage is
canning from high to low voltages. A/C stoichiometric: 1.2/2.5, cell temperature
0 ◦C, humidified temperature 75 ◦C, and back pressure 0 psig.

er power density. On the other hand, as the result of dashed line,
he stack represents the initial high voltage and resulted in low
urrent density with the low flow rate at constant cathode stoi-
hiometric. The water gradually blocks the part of gas channels
nd gas diffusion layer, and it decreases the maximum power
ensity 0.4–0.2 W cm−2. Moreover, the performance could be
mproved by increase of cathode initial flow rate, and result in
ecrease the water flooding in stack. Therefore, as the cell num-
er increases in stack, it needs to increase the gas stoichiometric
o reduce the water flooding for maintaining stack performance.

Air flow at the cathode side with different stoichiometric rates
s included with 2.5, 3.0, 3.5 and 4.0, respectively, as shown in
ig. 7. The stack at high current output needs a high flow rate of

ir, to prevent the water flooding. At the region of ohmic resis-
ance, a polarization loss is very different from the stoichiometric
ir flow rate at 4.0 and 2.5. The high air flow rate is convenient to
emove the water flooding and provides the better performance.

ig. 7. Effect of cathode stoichiometric rates on the stack performance, cell
emperature 60 ◦C, humidified gas temperature 60 ◦C, and back pressure 15 psig.
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.2. Dynamic load response of the short stack

The dynamic load response with the triangular wave of
tep-constant current change is shown in Fig. 8(a). This exper-
ment can simulate the vehicle acceleration situation. In order
o simulate the acceleration, constant different current (differ-
nt step-constant current) shows the different power and the
ow rate under different stoichiometric. Each step is fixed with

he current correspondingly at 70, 90, 110 and 130 A for 60 s.
ig. 8(a) indicates the current is responses immediately at this
perating condition. However, the generation of power output
s not observed high enough with higher current output. There-
ore, higher current output generates the lower voltage and then
esemble the power output is uncertain. As the anode stoichio-
etric increases to 1.5, the output power may be response the

hird cycle of dynamic loading without fuel starvation. For the
nderstanding of better performance of the simulated vehicle
cceleration, the loading time is changed from 60 to 5 s, as rep-
esented in Fig. 8(b). This study considers the three series of
ondition: (1) A/C stoichiometric 1.2/3.0, back pressure 0 psig,
2) A/C stoichiometric 1.5/4.0, back pressure 0 psig, (3) A/C
toichiometric 1.2/3.0, back pressure 15 psig. According to the
ondition (1), in the lower stoichiometric and at shorter response
ime, the current may not generate completely in time and
onsequently the current setting is frequently moving onward.
herefore, comparison between conditions (1) and (2), it is evi-
ent that only condition (2) with increasing gases stoichiometric
an follow the current setting in the first cycle. The total output
ower is very low at the higher current region as the fuel cell
perating at this high frequency dynamic loading.

As mentioned above, the gas flow rate cannot satisfy the fuel
ell to generate enough current response in very short time. In
rder to solve this problem, the back pressure in fuel cell oper-
ted at 15 psig, as condition (3). It is easy to observe that the
ondition (3) is only one, which generates the corresponsive
urrent without operating at high fuel flow rate. On that regards,
uel cell immediately generate extremely high current for the
cceleration of motor and back pressure is effective to handle
ut at the above situation.

To compare the effect of constant loading time at 60, 20 and
s, respectively, on power generating, is shown in Fig. 8(c).
he flow rate at high stoichiometric generate the higher per-

ormance of the total power around 200 W at 60 s of loading
ime. However, the performance of total power is decreasing
ith decrease of loading time. It cannot maintain the higher cur-

ent output at loading time 20 s and it is unpredictable for sustain
he higher current at 5 s. These results indicate the shorter time
f power generation in the fuel cell is more difficult for the cur-
ent response. Consequently, high current output in very short
ime may result the total power output unstable and decreased.

.3. Stability of the short stack
Fig. 9 shows the long-term operating stability of fuel cell at
onstant voltage 1.9 V and also illustrates the measurement of
igh frequency cell resistance, in the current interrupt method.
he meaning of resistance (R) is related to the proton conduc-
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Fig. 8. (a) Dynamic load response at low frequency step-triangle wave con-
stant current, 60 s of each step current with variation of A/C stoichiometric, cell
temperature 60 ◦C, humidified gas temperature 60 ◦C, back pressure 0 psig. (b)
Dynamic load response at high frequency step-triangle wave constant current,
5 s for each step current with variation of A/C stoichiometric, cell temperature
60 ◦C, humidified gas temperature 60 ◦C. (c) Dynamic load response with vari-
able frequency step-triangle wave constant current at 60, 20, and 5 s of each
step current (T/P = time/point), cell temperature 60 ◦C, humidified temperature
60 ◦C, back pressure 0 psig, A/C/stoichiometric: 1.5/4.0.
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ig. 9. Stability of constant voltage at 1.9 V, without water purging, cell tem-
erature 60 ◦C, humidified gas temperature 60 ◦C, back pressure 15 psig.

ivity (σ) and the lower resistance provides the better membrane
onductivity IH

+ = (σA)�VR/lm. Therefore, the high frequency
ell resistance is �VR/IH

+ = lm/(σA) = R. In the long-term oper-
ting of the fuel cell at constant voltage, the power decreases
lightly and consequently increases the resistance. After increas-
ng the fuel flow rate as like as the A/C stoichiometric: 1.5/3.5
rom the A/C stoichiometric: 1.2/3.0 then the power increases
normously and subsequently the resistance decreased in a
reater value. The increase of membrane resistance might be
ue to the effect of water flooding, blocking of the proton con-
uct area (A), and resulting in the increase of cell resistance (R).
he resistance is suddenly decreased with increase of A/C stoi-
hiometric from 1.2/3.0 to 1.5/3.5 and it might be due to the high
ow rate, remove the water flooding, re-opening of the block-

ng electrochemical process and increase the proton conducting
rea. However, the cell resistance is increased after 1600 s; it
ight be due to the water flooding at cathode electrode at con-

tant voltage and constant stoichiometric, which is the condition
f unstable decaying performance.

Especially in stack, the abundant amount of water generated
requently with the current output. Water removing from the
uel cell operation is a challenging for the flow-field system. In
rder to know the water removing from the fuel cell operation,
e performed long-term fuel cell performance study at con-

tant current. In fuel cell long-term study, the constant current
s generated the constant water flooding, as shown in Fig. 10.
herefore, fuel cell operation is carried out at constant current
0 and 70 A, respectively for understanding the water flooding
ffect. In this period, the water flooding in higher current output
esults the decay of fuel cell performance. Initial performance
f the fuel cell power output gradually decreased and overcome
his performance loss in time being with the cathode outlet of the
tack is opened momentarily, to apply the back-pressure release

mpulse in the cathode gas stream. This removes the liquid water
rom the gas channels and then the cell voltage jump to higher
alues for the impulse of back-pressure release and consequently
aintains the trend to avoid decreasing of the power output. This
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ig. 10. Stability of constant current at 90 and 70 A, respectively, with water
urging, cell temperature 60 ◦C, humidified gas temperature 60 ◦C, back pres-
ure 15 psig, A/C stoichiometric: 2.0/3.5.

roves the long-term operation in stack and it required several
imes of water purging to maintain the stability of higher output
ower at 170 W (0.42 W cm−2).

. Conclusion

The intricate design of stack was used in this study and the
ow-field design has capability to improve the smoothness of
as flowing into the fuel cell. The cell device of one, two and
our cells have provided the best performance with 0.55, 0.47
nd 0.39 W cm−2 of peak power density respectively at cell
emperature 70 ◦C, and humidified temperature 75 ◦C.

The hysteresis effect in polarization curve might be due to the
ater flooding at cathode gas diffusion layer and gas channels
t low gases stoichiometric condition. As the voltage scanning
rom low to high (1.6–3.6 V) or high to low current densities,
he initial high current and gas flow rate condition is shown less
ater flooding on the cathode side and it provides the higher

[
[

[
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tack performance of 0.55 W cm−2. On the other hand, the initial
ow current and gas flow rate condition is produced water and it
s gradually blocks the part of gas channels, gas diffusion layer,
nd result in lower the stack performance.

Dynamic load response provides the information of stack
peration under strict condition. High power output in the short
oading time and simultaneously to generate the high current
utput of the stack is difficult to obtain, unless operating under
igh fuel flow rate or rising the back pressure. In the long-term
tability experiments, the stack operation’s is very important to
aintain the fuel cell performance and stability. It needs some

perating skill to maintain the performance in the stack oper-
tion, such as purged water is a significant way to maintain
he stability of higher output of power at constant current and
onstant stoichiometric condition.
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